Mechanism of selection of side-chain rotamers in alpha-helices.
In this study, a possible mechanism of selection of side-chain rotamers based on the rotamer distributions in known coiled-coil proteins is suggested. According to this mechanism, interhelical hydrophobic, polar, and packing interactions bring alpha-helices closer to each other and this effect squeezes side chains out of the helix-helix interface. As a result, in dimeric coiled coils and long alpha-alpha-hairpins where alpha-helices are packed in a face-to-face manner, most side chains occupying the a-positions have t-rotamers and those in the d-positions g(-)-rotamers. In tetramers, where alpha-helices are packed side-by-side, most side chains in the a-positions adopt g(-)-rotamers and those in the d-positions t-rotamers.